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BATES SHOWS UNEXPECTED STRENGTH AND TAKES SECOND PLACE

AtBrunswick last Saturday the Maine track team finished third place. The so-called "hacket of dope" was spilled in grand style; not a little falling on the athletes wearing the pale blue.

Missor of Bowdoin took the highly coveted Melbddle into camp in both doubles. In the men to run one own "Avira" led for three laps closely pursued by Wills and Sansone. On the last lap both, as Smith in the fast time of 4:23.2) just a bit of a second behind Cobalt's record. In the mile, young Taylor of Bates led five laps, until W_supported and Brown of the basket came plugging by, and about 500 yards from the finish he kept the lead and finished a few feet apart—another splash. "Final" Coinbase was down but hardly missed a beat.

The half mile was closely contested, finally the wind came a made a beautiful sprint the last half lap. But he had been hitting them all. "Heinie" Eaton is considered very strong and favorite to win in this meet. The Fashion news will be put out this week and will put up a good battle in the quarter mile.

The Freshman tennis team is to play Colby next week and will be represented by: Brown, Mamar, Canner, Lapan, and Coggin.

MAINE BASEBALL NINE AGAIN BEAT BATES

TIMELY HITS AND BATES' ERRORS GIVE BARS 5-2 VICTORY

For the second consecutive season Maine Varsity has succeeded in flashing into camp. By pulling out hits, while Bates made errors, Maine pulled out a score of 5 to 2. The game was played at Bates and is predicted that this sell will be early.
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BASEBALL TEAM GETS REVENGE ON BOWDOIN IN HARD Fought GAME

BOWDOIN GIVEN 2.1 SETBACK WEDNESDAY

Maine in men's games has never the glare crown by defeating Bowdoin yesterday by the score of 2 to 1. The game was needed to open the way all the things that had held the largest crowd that has witnessed baseball game here for some time in excitement until the final bell had been rung. This game was a retaliation for the defeat handed Maine by the Bowdoin teams last week and bring up our State Series record to three wins and one loss.

Captain Crotzer occupied the mound for Maine and although he got caught in some tight places he succeeded in pulling himself out by some air tight pitching.

Bowdoin got its only run in the eighth when Lord, Rainey and McLaughlin hit three straight singles. Delano the next man up at third and Lord scored. Bowdoin hit a hot grounder and named it at third.

In the top of the first inning Hackett singled and was knocked out on Navarre's double to center. Cottle Portland had a wonderful day pounding out the hits but none of which at last, one of which was a home run in the fourth. The next week the secondalso of Maine's scores. His fielding was also four second place finishers.

MAINE

TEAM MEETS

BATES

STUDENT SENATE MAKES PLANS

WILL BECOME ACTIVE NEXT FALL

At the last meeting of the Student Senate, held Tuesday night, a marked interest was shown in the progress of the organization. Plans were made this week for the Senate to become active at an early date next fall and for the organization to be carried out on the system.

A committee is now working on the arrangements of the schedule for the next term. The faculty and Student Government will co-operate in carrying out the system.

Future plans were made for the ad

mination of the point system which was recently accepted by the Senate. The faculty and Student Government will co-operate in the administration of the point system.

It was voted that the Student Government hold a Registration dance at the beginning of the next term. It is anticipated that attendance of the special election day held last month. This means that the various student organizations will be required to make all arrangements and post all announcements. This will also add even the special election day be adopted by the Student Senate.
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WEDNESDAY—

REVENGE ON BOWDOIN

MAINE VS. BOWDOIN

In the doubles: Capt. Brown –Webber, Claflin –Sims. Knotz (C) defeated Webster (M) 6-1, 6-2. In the quarter, and fourth in the finals were counted on as sure point winners.
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The Maine Mirror, the Maine Review. These are examples of conversations which could be multiplied by anyone reading the trip. These conversations show both sides of the question without doubt and even if one knows he is right he should at least be attentive and open to conviction. Remember that it is not one's own car and in these hard headed deals are too often sacrificed to realities, shoe-leather to gasoline. So as for the meet itself the results of that will be handed about, and the blame fixed far beyond the writer's power to condemn or praise. Suffice to say the result was unfortunate and should be allowed to wind down the halls of time unstained by any guiding spirit of approach. Next year is coming and with another track meet.

After the meet the problem arises of getting back. In the first flush of the evening the exodus the one thought was get to Brunswick, now the great desire is to get back to school before the ever present sense of being in the wrong, drifts away. So to the argument:

Nations and races:

To Cintra, the end.

The old college stands to-day.

As long as it stands there is the chance of meeting many a greenhorn who has been launched into the real world.

The Maine Mirror is a weekly student newspaper published by the students of the University of Maine. It covers news, sports, events, and campus life. The image contains a portion of the newspaper from the year 1928, with various articles and advertisements.
The Dawn of a Better Cigarette

Fifteen men on a Live Man’s Quest Yo-bo and a better CIGARETTE

Here’s merry luck, Mates! Just as you were drifting along, aimless-like, in your smoking habits, with nary an adventure to tickle your smoke-taste, in the Seven Seas of commonplace tobacco—along comes a rollicking breeze of good news that sends you bounding into a treasure-land of new smoking satisfaction.

A new cigarette—as welcome as a Port of Thrills after a dreary voyage. A relievingly different cigarette—a new and teasing fragrance that anchors to your favor like a home-sick brig to its native harbor.

It remained for those veteran pilots of superior tobacco enjoyment—the P. Lorillard Company, 166 years at the wheel—to chart out the way to a better 15c cigarette—a smoother, cooler, more winsome cigarette. Identified for generations with uncommonly fine cigarettes, they lay their course to find a still better cigarette, to retail at an uncommonly small price.

And they found it in OLD GOLD, the treasure of them all—20 white and brown cargos of golden cigarette enjoyment and satisfaction for 15 cents.

OLD GOLD offers three distinct improvements over old cigarette standards. It’s cooler—because made from finer and lighter leaf, hand-selected. It’s milder—because a new-day method takes out any hidden harshness in the tobacco. It’s more fragrant—because it’s made from the choicest of all Turkish and domestic tobaccos, chosen for their aromatic perfection and blended by old masters. Show your bold with your first treasure chest of OLD GOLD today, men. Buy one package—that’s all we ask. We’re more than content to let that trial package make its own bid for your permanent patronage.

OLD GOLD
The New and Better cigarette ~ 20 for 15¢

THE TREASURE OF THEM ALL

The Product of P. LORILLARD C.O., Established 1860

Scand Legles

Daily Matinee at 2:30
Evenings at 7:00 and 9:30

Friday, May 21 Richard Barthelmess in
"JUST SUPPOSE"

Saturday, May 22 Return Engagement of
"OVER THE HILL"

Monday, May 24 A Real Thriller
"THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD"

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD

"THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD"
The Maine Campus

Freshmen Numeral Men
In Track Announced

Bates Numerals have been awarded by the Athletic Board to the following freshmen:

Monday evening, May 17, Dr. Edgar Bixby, Worth Noyes, Winfield Hackett, Cassista Cann.

The summary.

(Continued from Page One)
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Electricity levels the Mountains

In Mexico, romantic land of pretty señoritas and languorous minstrelsy, practical American engineers have harnessed streams so that mountains may be levied.

The winding thirty-mile Maltrata incline on the road from Vera Cruz to Mexico City is now electrified. Ten electric locomotives replace twenty-three steam engines. The electric haul twice the tonnage of the steam locomotives—and in half the time, with obvious benefits to traveler, railroad, and shipper.

Yet Maltrata is but an example of electrical progress. For electricity is conquering the grades of railroads and of industry alike, the world over.

Impressive, no doubt, but still modest when compared with the possibilities of electricity in years to come. And it remains for college-trained men, with trained capacity for initiative and leadership, to become ambassadors for further electrical conquests in foreign lands.

The General Electric Company

The General Electric Company possesses and employs men of every kind, from those who toil to those who toil. In every field men are required to possess ability and experience to equip them for the work of their calling.

A series of G-E advertisements showing what electric power is doing in various lines of endeavor is now in course.

Ask for booklet G-E-1.

CAST IRON PIPE

"CAST IRON PIPE, the pipe that resists corrosion, of which the picture on the facing page is an example, the new pipe for buried water or sewer lines."

While the pipe shown in the picture is subjected to unusual corrosive influences, all underground pipe must be able to withstand corrosion to a greater or lesser degree. Cast Iron Pipe has this quality. It does not depend on its coating to resist rust, but material itself is rust-resistant. The first Cast Iron Pipe ever laid is in service today at Versailles, France, after two hundred and sixty years' service.

The University of Chicago

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CAST IRON PIPE

Send for booklet "Illustrated Cast Iron Pipe for Industrial, Sanitary, Fire Protection, and Heating Purposes," which describes the properties of this new small town, will be sent on receipt.

Get Extra Credits at Home—Get extra credits toward graduation in English, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology, Modern Languages, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology etc., at the special rate of 10 cents a credit. Write today.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

The General Electric Company is doing in many ways what electricity in many countries, is doing in many places, in order to serve humanity in many ways.
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